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A complete handbook on how to select and finish out a fiberglass hull and deck.A complete

step-by-step guide covering every aspect of fiberglass boat completion--woodworking, electrical,

plumbing and hardware installation--with hundreds of tips on how to save time and money during

construction as well as purchase. With over 100,000 copies in print, From a Bare Hull has become

the reference book for home builders as well as many professionals. The Revised Edition contains

all new photos and illustrations, much new text, new specs of the best sailboats available for home

completion, the newest marine diesels, and the latest list of marine gear suppliers. It also has

completely updated design theories, engineering concepts, descriptions of necessary tools and their

uses, and lists of materials.
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A complete handbook on how to select and finish out a fiberglass hull and deck.A complete

step-by-step guide covering every aspect of fiberglass boat completion--woodworking, electrical,

plumbing and hardware installation--with hundreds of tips on how to save time and money during

construction as well as purchase. With over 100,000 copies in print, From a Bare Hull has become

the reference book for home builders as well as many professionals. The Revised Edition contains

all new photos and illustrations, much new text, new specs of the best sailboats available for home

completion, the newest marine diesels, and the latest list of marine gear suppliers. It also has

completely updated design theories, engineering concepts, descriptions of necessary tools and their

uses, and lists of materials.



Reviews of other revisions of this book complain about the material being out of date... Of course it

is. But, this is a great reference, and I found several new ideas in here. I own several books on

refitting sailboats, and several more on cabinetry/carpentry for sailboats. A little bit of common

sense to combine the ideas in this book with modern materials, and you'll find a lot to love.

As described. Fast shipping.

What a great book for the boater! My husband keeps it on the coffee table for handy reference any

time.
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